WASHINGTON [AP]—Saying the nation’s economy is threatened, President Carter yesterday announced drastic measures intended to stop the long slide in the value of the U.S. dollar, including borrowing up to $3 billion in foreign currencies to buy unwanted greenbacks.

The measures also includes stepped-up sales of U.S. gold reserves and an almost unprecedented one percentage point increase in the Federal Reserve Board’s key lending rate to a record high of 9.5 percent.

The action seemed certain to set off another round of increases in interest rates throughout the American economy, which could further tip the nation toward a recession. But officials said they still think a recession can be avoided.

Carter said the actions are “necessary to correct the excessive decline in the dollar which has recently occurred.” He was referring to the over $4 billion dropping in the value of the dollar, which has declined as much as 40 percent against such major currencies as the Japanese yen, German mark and Swiss franc.

In order to help the “many students who choose electives on hearsay or limited description from departments,” the Notre Dame Student Government will be issuing a Course Evaluation Booklet Monday, according to Bill Rooney, editor-in-chief of the booklet.

The booklet will be available in the main lobbies of O’Shaughnessy Hall, Business Administration Building, Hayes-Healey Center, Engineering Building, LaFortune, and the Newsland Science Hall (three west exits).

Rooney said that there should be some copies of the booklet in the Registrar’s office.

The booklet, which now only includes courses in the College of Arts and Letters, “focuses particularly on University Electives,” Rooney said.

“Since our times and means were limited, we chose electives we thought would be of the most interest to most students,” Rooney explained.

Each course is evaluated in five areas: content, presentation, organization, comments on the course, and the required reading list.

Rooney said a staff of 40 people have been working on the booklet for the past two months, gathering information from professors as well as students who have taken the courses.

“At the present time we are planning to have the booklet available next semester,” Rooney said. "There is room for a lot of expansion, such as adding courses from the other colleges and expanding the dollar’s value downward to reap quick profits." But Blumenthal declined to comment on a government investigation of allegations that some major U.S. banks might be among the speculators driving the dollar down. He said it was a Justice Department matter.

The government until now had resisted large-scale intervention to back the dollar because of a feeling that the nearly one-half trillion in dollars held abroad could be mobilized by speculators to undermine any U.S. support and make the situation worse rather than better, and Carter’s new anti-inflation program did nothing to improve the dollar’s position, which was a bitter disappointment to the administration.

Anthony Solomon said the administration decided: “Wrong action had to be taken,” and Carter approved the measures last weekend.

“The continuing decline in the exchange value of the dollar is clearly not warranted by the fundamental economic situation. That decline threatens economic progress at home and abroad and the success of our anti-inflation program,” Carter told reporters at the White House.

Treasurer Undersecretary Anthony Solomon said the measures “represent a commitment to massively intervene, if necessary, to support the dollar. The United States has been under growing pressure from abroad to intervene in foreign exchange markets by buying up dollars with borrowed foreign currency.”

Solomon said there’s been a speculative attack against the dollar, “meaning that speculators are purposely trying to manipulate the value of the dollar, which has declined as much as 40 percent against such major currencies as the Japanese yen, German mark and Swiss franc.”
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Nebraska town ranks as cheapest place to live in U.S.

FALLS CITY, Neb. (AP) - "We're not sure what we're doing right, but whatever it is, it is apparently working," the mayor of Falls City said yesterday when told his town ranked as the cheapest place to live among 208 cities surveyed by Chamber of Commerce researchers.

Steak dinner with all the trimmings costs $6 and a furnished one-bedroom apartment runs about $90 a month.

The Sisters of the Holy Cross announce two community sharing Weekends for college women who are searching to know how to give their lives to God, where he is leading them, and what religious life might be.

November 3-5 and 17-19, contact Sister Miriam Cooney at 4022 or Sister Eva Mary Hooker at 4750
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MOVE IN AND RUN WITH US

anko.com

RUN WITH US

Shoes:
Adidas, Nike, Brooks, Pumas, Tigers, Etonic

Also:
Full lines of racquetball and tennis equipment

Adidas, Winning ways and Jelenk warm-ups

Dolphin, Sport International, and Marti Liquori nylon shorts

HOURS:
10-9 daily
12-6 Sunday
100 Center Mish.
255-8522
Government checks leading U.S. banks

WASHINGTON (AP) The government is investigating charges that leading banks in the United States conspired to drive down the value of the U.S. dollar on foreign money markets in order to reap windfall profits, it was disclosed yesterday.

A Justice Department official, who asked not to be identified by name, said the investigation began about two months ago and is focusing on charges that major American banks "acted in concert" to drive down the value of the dollar on the international markets.

The official said that if the allegations are accurate, the banks could be charged with price fixing violations under the Sherman Antitrust Act.

The revelations of the investigation came as President Carter announced drastic steps aimed at halting the sinking value of the dollar overseas.

Carter yesterday ordered an almost unprecedented increase of a full percentage point in the lending rate at the nation's central bank, arranged to borrow as much as $30 billion in foreign currencies to buy up the dollars that aren't wanted overseas and ordered an increase in sale of U.S. gold reserves.

The president also demanded that U.S. banks increase their currency reserves to encourage them to borrow surplus dollars overseas.

The Justice Department official said yesterday that among the sources of the allegations was David Edwards, a former employee of Citibank, who has filed a civil suit against the bank.

Counseling Center offers workshops

A three-session workshop on study skills techniques offered by the Counseling Center will begin Thursday at 7 p.m. The remaining workshops will be held on Nov. 6 and Nov. 9 at the same time. Greg Neimeyer, a member of the center's staff, will conduct the series.

Anyone interested can sign up in the Counseling Center in Room 400 of the Administration Building or by calling 1717.
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The Ironwood Road Construction is finally over and that calls for a Tacorific! Celebration.

at the new notre dame

TACO JOHN'S

on north ironwood!

Our Tacorific!

tacos
just 35¢ each
Reg. 49¢
(limit 15 per customer)

Our Tacorific!

softshell tacos
just 55¢ each
Reg. 69¢
(limit 15 per customer)

all weekend!
Friday - Saturday - Sunday November 3-4-5

Lobby or drive-thru service

1722 No. Ironwood - One Block South of St. Rd. 23
open 11am - 11pm weekdays
11am - 1am Fri. & Sat.

special celebration prices
good at our ironwood store only
Iran's troubles began early this year when conservative Moslems started demonstrations against the shah's reforms that gave greater freedom to women and reduced church lands to peasants. They contend the reforms go against the teachings of the Koran, the Moslem holy book. Leftists and intellectuals have led riots demanding more political freedom and an end to martial law.

Najafi said all political prisoners would be released on Dec. 10, the day the United Nations celebrates human rights. He did not say how many prisoners would be freed. It appeared that prisoners jailed for inciting public unrest in the nationwide demonstrations that have killed 1,000 people since January would win their freedom, but not those convicted of violent politically motivated crimes.

Officials of the National Iranian Oil Co. said production had dropped dramatically because of the strike. Iran normally exports 5 million barrels of oil daily, but that has been reduced now to 2 million, the official said.

The oil industry strike could create a tight crude oil situation if it lasts a week or longer. Affected would be the United States, which buys about 900,000 barrels a day, and Japan, which depends on Iranian crude for 20 percent of its annual needs.

Meanwhile, a strike by 37,000 oil refinery workers cut Iran's huge oil export flow by more than half even though some employees of the National Iranian Oil Co. began returning to their jobs. The oil workers' demands include more money and freedom for political prisoners.

The announcement that the government would free the prisoners came as reports poured into the capital of new strikes and more violent demonstrations across the country.

Authorities said 23 anti-government protesters were killed and at least 56 injured in clashes with troops or supporters of Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi in Zazarshahr, 348 miles southwest of the capital.

The demonstrators demanded the release of persons jailed for their opposition to the shah, Iran's imperial ruler. The rioters, invited by Moslem religious leaders, have clashed with Iranian security forces despite the government's martial law declaration, issued in September, that affects 12 cities, including Tehran.

Tens of thousands of persons paraded in the streets of Tehran yesterday to express their joy over the release of a religious leader. At Tehran University, 20,000 students gathered peacefully on the campus to shout anti-shah slogans and mix with opposition political leaders.

Iran is America's second biggest oil supplier, behind Saudi Arabia. A new strike grounded Iran Air, the national airline, as its crews sought political concessions from the government.

**Midwest Blues Festival features John Lee Hooker**

*by Tom Jackman*

*Staff Reporter*

The Midwest Blues Festival, the first of many events sponsored this year by the Student Union Cultural Arts Commission (CUC), begins this Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Stepan Center.

A two-day pass to the festival costs $7.50 for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. Admission is $4 for Friday night only, and $5 for Saturday.

The festival is an annual attraction which, according to director Bob Kissel, "has brought in nearly every top blues act in the country since 1970," including Muddy Waters last season, and Albert King, Otis Rush and Howlidog Tavester in past years.

This year's cast features Albert Collins, Dr. Ross the Harmonica Boss and headliner John Lee Hooker.

The event, which has packed Stepan Center in the last few years, draws its audience from blues fans throughout the midwest, with "the basis of support coming from the South Bend," according to Kissel.

Kissel said that there is indeed a blues audience at Notre Dame, "growing little by little," and CAC Commissioner Jerry Perez concurred, pointing to the large support of blues acts at Vegetable Buddies, a nightclub in South Bend.

Another attraction of the Festival is the informalness of the atmosphere—the byline of the Festival has been "bring a blanket and friends."

People listen to the blues, browse through record displays, and occasionally get a chance to meet the artists as they roam the crowds or simply watch their peers.

Friday night opens with Martin, Bogus & The Armstrongs, a versatile group who bill themselves as the "Last of the Old (continued on page 15)"
LEAF RAKERS and WINDOW PAINTERS
needed for odd jobs in South Bend area.
Small financial rewards offered.

CHILDR EN IN SB NEED YOU
to tutor English grammar, reading, elements, math, Algebra.
Can you spare an hour a week?
Call Volunteer Services, 7308.

NHTSA reports on Pinto crash

WASHINGTON (AP) - A van driver who momentarily took his eyes off the road to look for cigarettes caused a fiery rear-end crash that killed three teen-age women in a 1973 Ford Pinto car in northern Indiana, a federal safety agency reported yesterday.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration said the explosion of the auto's fuel tank in the Aug. 10 collision was caused by the same problem that resulted in a recall of all 1971 to 1976 Pinto and Mercury Bobcat sedans.

Ford Motor Co. has been indicted by an Indiana grand jury on criminal charges in connection with the accident, which occurred on U.S. 3 near Danlop, Ind.

The NHTSA report, while not concluding whether Ford was at fault in the crash, said the fire definitely caused the death of the Pinto's driver and probably the two passengers.

NHTSA said the driver of the Pinto was pulling off the road to check a gasoline odor when the van, traveling about 50 mph. The van pushed the Pinto 168 feet as the auto was struck from behind the van, with the absence of a maneuver or braking by the van, following this momentary lapse of attention.

NHTSA investigators "cited this inattention as a definite cause of the accident, with the absence of roadway shoulders to allow off-road emergency stopping as a probably contributng cause to the report said.

A county grand jury in Elkhart, Ind., said it did not indict Duggar because "although he may have been negligent in his conduct at or prior to the time of the collision, we do not believe that his conduct constituted a criminal act."

The Princeton University graduate gained notoriety as a consumer advocate in the 60's with his indictment of the Chevrolet Corvair in a publication titled "Unsafe at Any Speed." General Motors cancelled production of the compact Corvair due largely to Nader's efforts.

The fuel tank problem of the Pinto… Ford and the NHTSA "concluded that a fuel tank failure was likely caused by a filler pipe that could not be properly removed… Ford has decided to recall the vehicle because of the risk it poses to safety."

The Princeton University graduate gained notoriety as a consumer advocate in the 60's with his indictment of the Chevrolet Corvair in a publication titled "Unsafe at Any Speed." General Motors cancelled production of the compact Corvair due largely to Nader's efforts.
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I have a confession to make: I don’t like Nestle Crunch chocolate bars, and wouldn’t go near Nestea. It is certainly no hardship for me to give up these products. The Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s Hunger Coalition may urge a boycott of Nestle products. Nevertheless, I am interested in the possibility that the Coalition this month, document the tragic results of the misuse of infant formula, and illustrate the ‘“just” of the support they give low cost health care services in communities.

As a mother, I view the issue as clear-cut. I can’t understand why anyone would want to sabotage the health of infants. It is difficult to predict how infant formula will be integrated into our health care system in the future. I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

We can only wonder how the rampaging mother can find time for a research-oriented anthropologist? I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

As a member of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s Hunger Coalition, I view the issue as clear-cut. I can’t understand why anyone would want to sabotage the health of infants. It is difficult to predict how infant formula will be integrated into our health care system in the future. I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

We can only wonder how the rampaging mother can find time for a research-oriented anthropologist? I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

Penny Van Estelrik is assistant professor of anthropology at Notre Dame.

Dear Editor:

On October 16, WSND aired a show entitled “Sea at Notre Dame,” which discussed the social situation. The problem is that they accomplished nothing. Every year the Notre Dame administration’s attempt to keep students (or anyone else) out of the social situation...part of the society. They are different from other people, but it is difficult to predict how infant formula will be integrated into our health care system in the future. I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

We can only wonder how the rampaging mother can find time for a research-oriented anthropologist? I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!
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Dear Editor:

I could only get two out of the four. Larry and Mary didn’t come.

"Why not?"

"Mary’s mad at her father, and Larry ran away from home two weeks ago.

All right, we’ll have to make do with the kids. We can’t put that studded chair by the fire. I think the kids will just have to get out of here, I’m shortening a commo­mering of the senator’s wife.”

"The senator’s wife.”

"Oh yes, well, you’ll need in the senator’s dog, Larry.”

"Children, the man wants you to sit at Dady’s feet. He’d better not sit there with ador­ing eyes?"

"If we hug him will he hurt us?"

"No children. This is for a TV commercial. He won’t get hurt at all.”

Quiet on the set. Where’s the dog? I though we were going to have the senator’s pet dog in this commercial.”

“ar dog ran away with Larry.”

“Good grief. Somebody go out in the street and drag a dog.”

“What kind of a dog bone?”

“Who cares what kind of dog? Just so we keep it still till we get this thing shot. Okay, lady now look at the Biological Research.

“People in every sense of the word, not donate these products if they want to.”

Dear Editor:

As a mother, I view the issue as clear-cut. I can’t understand why anyone would want to sabotage the health of infants. It is difficult to predict how infant formula will be integrated into our health care system in the future. I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

We can only wonder how the rampaging mother can find time for a research-oriented anthropologist? I think we can recognize a clear-cut social justice issue in the potential (and renewable) food resource, and the waste of energy in the preparation and promotion of costly and nutritionally inferior products. But finally, is this simply a “Third World issue” or is it anything—just look at our diets!

More TV commercials. I don’t think we have the senator’s dog."

“I just want to ask when I’ll see him again. This is the first time I’ve had a chance to talk to him in person.”

“Don’t ask that. Just look at him as if he’s the greatest guy in the world.”

“I don’t know. That just look at him as if he’s the greatest guy in the world.”

“I don’t know. That just look at him as if he’s the greatest guy in the world.”

“I don’t know. That just look at him as if he’s the greatest guy in the world.”
Jumping for Joy

The crudely fashioned sign which hung on my section wall read, "Consider the plunger! Section skydiving meeting tonight in Haggler Hall. Be there!"

Aburdity is not uncommon amongst the population of my section, and this, I thought, was a typical example of standard outlandish behavior. My chaukling was interrupted, however, when my roommate accosted me saying, "You're gonna come, right?"

"Oh, sure, sure... is this anything like the Dean Roemer lynching festival you tried to organize last month?"

"No, man, this is for real."

One look into the obviously deranged eyes of this seemingly sane soul and I could tell I was going to regret this. But, being curious, I went along for the ride.

About fifty no-minds appeared at the orientation meeting to be convinced that skydiving and parachuting was safe, easy, and a lot of fun. One look at the expectant group and you could see that each wanted to hear, "Yes, there is nothing wrong with wanting to jump out of an airplane. People do it all the time," but nobody appeared very confident that they were going to be persuaded.

The most fascinating segment of the lecture was when a young lady asked, "Nothing can go wrong, right? I mean, there’s no way you can be hurt, right?"

The instructor responded, "No, that isn’t correct. If you don’t do what we tell you and use your own head in your situation, you can very easily be hurt. We’re not going to be there with you in an emergency—it’s all on your shoulders."

That girl left the lecture at that point. Nevertheless, I found it very interesting, and I became engrossed in the material.

Presented by a certified skydiving instructor, the topics covered included proper landings, equipment, safety, using the wind to guide to a landing target, emergencies, and parachute design. At some point in the program, some imperceptible voice in my mind stated, "What the hell? Let’s do it."

The following Sunday, however, I was not so sure of mind. At some imperceptible point in the program, I calculated that we would have at least twenty seconds reaction time in the event of a malfunction. If we didn’t do what we were scheduled to drop from, however, I calculated that we would have at least twenty seconds reaction time in the event of an emergency.

We then divided into groups of three and prepared to make our jumps. This jump was very hard, since the plane was cramped, and movement was difficult. Three of us crammed into the cramped plane which jostled like an egg-beater.

Jeff was no longer attached to it. My eyes were never to be killed!

At three thousand feet, I realized this was the point of no return. The wind buffeted the plane in every direction, and my ears kept popping, making it impossible to hear what the jumpmaster was saying. I was scared as hell. When the door was opened and I got a good view of the space below us, I had to exercise a great deal of self-control over my bowels. I was not the only one wanting to jump out of an airplane. People would be surprised at the different kinds of students, both men and women, who came to the club to try it. I think we would have a terrific jolt. But this was not the case and I fell to earth with little discomfort using the techniques I had been taught.

It was over, and it had been so easy. Suddenly something which once seemed so complicated and heartbreaking became simple and safe. I wanted to go again, and again, and again.

Tom McKernan, the president of the Notre Dame-St. Mary’s Parachuting Club, who had organized the outing, saw the response of the jumpers, which was unanimously positive.

"Parachuting is not for everybody, but people would be surprised at the different kinds of students, both men and women, who have tried it here," Tom told me afterwards. "I was surprised at the large response. Over fifty have completed their training already here at Notre Dame and I think we’ll have a strong foundation for the club to build on in the coming years."

For those of us who can figure out a way to get them to try it, the club is very interested in pampering its members with various functions.

A final note: I told my parents what I had done, and their reaction was less than enthusiastic. I am presently trying to figure out a way to get them to try it!
Mountaineering #5.

REGULATION GARB

You, a faithful follower of this space, have been a mountaineer for some time now. You've studied the fundamentals, selected your gear and experimented with methodology. In short, you are nobody's fool. Nonetheless, you also know a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. So you want to learn more. Smart thinking.

First, you must realize that once the basics of mountaineering are mastered, it is only nuance which distinguishes the true artists from the merely adequate. Therefore, attention to detail, especially in matters of clothing, is vital.

Always protect the head according to seasonal fluctuations. In winter, a warm hat is mandatory. (The head, after all, is the chimney of the body. Avoid cerebral heat loss — it diminishes your psycho-physio abilities.) In summertime, a sun visor or a billed cap will guarantee crucial visibility among the craggy peaks.

Pay particular regard to your footgear. Shoes should be sturdy and stable. A secure footing is of utmost importance. Without it, you're asking for trouble. Point of order: while mountaineering is pursued for fun, it is never-the-less serious business. If you are going to down the mountains, rather than vice versa, you must be confident of your standing.

Between the head and the feet lies the area known to pros as "the body." Mountaineering bodywear is usually based on personal preference. However, keep a keen eye out for one common criterion. Your clothes should be comfortable and flexible, allowing for open movement, specifically in the vicinity of the arms. A free and responsive arm is a mountaineer's best friend.

Certain accessories, of course, complement and complete the regulation garb. Expedition flags to mark your territory in public places, connecting ropes for those who prefer the security of mountaineering in tandem and backpacks filled with beer nuts, mugs, bottle openers and other paraphernalia. Beyond these standards, wardrobe styles range from the rustic to the refined. And well they might, for mountaineers are a rugged and individual lot, joined only by a common taste for excellence.

Don't just reach for a beer. Head for the mountains.
African conflict flares as
Amin annexes part of Tanzania

DARES SALLAAM Tanzania(AP):
Ugandan President Idi Amin claimed yesterday he has annexed a 710-sq.mi strip of Tanzanian territory along the west­er­n shore of Lake Victoria amid reports of fierce fighting between troops of the Two East African nations.

A Radio Uganda broadcast mon­i­tor­ed here quoted a military spokesman as saying the annex­a­tion was accomplished with "Super­sonic speed," and was in retali­a­tion for Tanzania's alleged attack on Uganda last week.

The military spokesman, believed to be Amin himself, declared the new territory be­tween the states as the Kagera River, about 20 miles south of the original border.

The announcement was Uganda's first official confirma­tion that its forces, which have both Soviet and British equipment, had invaded Tanzanian territory and that clashes were taking place with Tanzanian security forces which have some Soviet equipment.

Tanzanian government sources said clashes between an undis­closed number of Tanzanian soldi­ers and 2,000 to 3,000 Ugandan troops, backed by tanks and heavy artillery, were centered near the town of Kyaka.

Smith pleads insanity in
Bostock murder case

CROWN POINT Ind. (AP)-
Leonard Smith charged with the shotgun slaying of California Angeles outfilder Lyman Bostock, yesterday pleaded innocent by reason of insanity.

Lake Criminal Court Judge Andrew Glergi appointed two psy­chi­atrists to examine Smith, 21, and he set trial for next March 12.

Bostock, 27, who was visiting relatives in Gary after a game with the Chicago White Sox, was slain six weeks ago while riding with his uncle and two women in a car.

One of the women was Smith's estranged wife, Barbara, 26, who police believe may have been the target of the shotgun blast that killed Bostock.

Mrs. Smith was struck by some of the shotgun pellets but was later released from a Gary hospital.

Her sister, Joan Hawkins, and Bostock's uncle, Thomas Turner, were not hit.

Police said Smith and his es­tranged wife apparently had quar­reled before the incident.

The examination of Smith, by Leslie Gommas and Frank Hogue, Gary area psychiatrists, is expected to take about three weeks.

Leader and Weston works on display in art gallery

Major exhibits currently on dis­play in Notre Dame Art Gal­lery include two new exhibitions, "Martianesques" of Robert Leader, and "Edward Weston's Gifts to his Sister." Another current display is "Sculpture from the East."

Leader's one-man show of 20 paintings reflect his marine interests. Included are five Mal­tese paintings, a Hawaiian theme, an allegorical painting of the unicorn, and memories of vast armadas of graceful ships quietly at anchor.

Leader is senior professor of art at Notre Dame where he has taught painting and history of art since 1963. He grew up in the shipbuilding city of Quincy, MA, where he summ­ers on Cape Cod and served in the Pacific with the Marines.

A graduate of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Yale and the University of Chicago, Leader is senior professor of art at Notre Dame where he has taught painting and history of art since 1963. He grew up in the shipbuilding city of Quincy, MA, where he summered on Cape Cod and served in the Pacific with the Marines.
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A graduate of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Yale and the University of Chicago, Leader is senior professor of art at Notre Dame where he has taught painting and history of art since 1963. He grew up in the shipbuilding city of Quincy, MA, where he summered on Cape Cod and served in the Pacific with the Marines.
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A graduate of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Yale and the University of Chicago, Leader is senior professor of art at Notre Dame where he has taught painting and history of art since 1963. He grew up in the shipbuilding city of Quincy, MA, where he summered on Cape Cod and served in the Pacific with the Marines.
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You have $3.47 left in your account. Hey! That's $1.47 more than you expected.

Now comes Miller time.
ND grads to volunteer in Brazil

by Kathy Rosenthal

Four 1978 Notre Dame graduates, have recently completed a five week orientation program for a year of volunteer service in Sao Paulo, Brazil. These four women will be working with the Sisters of the Holy Cross as Lay Associates. Mission Coordinator Sr. Madeline Therese, explained that this work will entail teaching poor children and distributing food and clothing to the needy in Sao Paulo and surrounding areas.

In return, the C.S.C. Sisters provide the women with transportation to and from Brazil, health insurance, and a salary to compensate for living expenses. Each of the four women will live with a Brazilian family during their stay. The families are in the lower-middle class range.

During the five weeks of orientation which took place at Saint Mary's College, the women studied Portuguese, Brazil's culture, history, and geography, the role of the Church in Latin America, and the role of today's lay Christians.

Nancy Cashman, who majored in English and Theology at Notre Dame, said, "I found out about the importance of experiencing a culture during my sophomore year abroad in Rome. In the upcoming year I want to learn how Latin Americans handle their urban problems so that we may learn more about how to deal with ours."

Cashman is also interested in studying the surge of social awareness in the Latin American Church.

Kathy Schneider stated, "Our group is not going to Brazil to preach. Rather, we go as witnesses to Christ and hope to gain a better understanding of the poor."

Schneider, who studied Government, who majored in Theology.

Griffin and Cashman plan to devote their time to teaching on the outskirts of Sao Paulo. Dwyer and Schneider plan to spend their time doing social work at the Center for Human Promotion in Telemaco Borba.

Sr. Therese explained that there are four other recent graduates doing work in Brazil as Lay Associates. Three are from Saint Mary's and one from the University of St. Thomas, Texas.

The official title for the program is CSC-FACT. The "CSC" stands for the religious order, and "FACT" refers to Paul's call for youth to act in the Church's Ministry. In past years there were also programs in Uganda and Bangladesh but the present political situations currently prevent them.

A departure ceremony will be held for these women at 10:00 a.m. Mass in the Church of Our Lady of Loreto, Saint Mary's, November 5. The women will return to their homes for a visit before proceeding to Brazil.

Pressmen reach contract agreements with unions

NEW YORK (AP) - New Yorkers could read tomorrow that the nation's two largest newspapers, reached a six-year contract with the Printing Pressmen's Union No. 2 yesterday morning. The union's leader said he would not call a ratification vote until a settlement with the drivers' union was reached.

Hours after the tentative agreement, which also covers pressmen at the already-publishing afternoon New York Post, was reached, negotiations began with the independent Newsprinters Union, which had demonstrated in a June strike of editorial employees at the News that it can shut down the papers singlehandedly by refusing to deliver.

Union leader Douglas LaChance demanded that the papers replen­ish the fund that pays health and wellness benefits to its members.

A pressmen's contract guaran­tees the jobs of all 1,308 pressmen at the three newspapers. In return, the papers will pay the right to reduce their pressroom staffs through attrition, and the right to offer incentives for retirements.

The contract contains a three­ year wage package which would raise their base pay by $60 to $400 a week in 1980; wages and benefits for the final three years of the pact will be negotiated later.

Settlements with three other unions, representing paper­ handlers, machinists and mechan­ ics, must also be made before publication can resume but no problems were expected.

Newspaper workers in 11 unions were idled and a 3.3 million newspapers a day were lost, when all three papers were struck.

Ushers wanted for theater

There is a meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in O'Loughlin Auditorium for all those interested in being ushers or members of the crew for the ND-SMC Theatre's first all student production of Edward Albee's "All Over." No experience is necessary. All interested students who cannot attend the meeting are requested to contact Jim Hough (334-404).

Scholarships available to study in Spain

As the consequence of a very generous anonymous gift by a member of the academic year abroad corporation, the academic year abroad corporation is able to proffer 20 scholarships of 35,000 pesetas each (approx. $500) to properly qualified applicants from U.S. colleges and universities for study at the Universid­al de Madrid in the spring semester, 1979. Applicants, who must have studied Spanish but need not be Spanish majors, should write, stating age, grade, college, and any scholarships or grants currently being held, to: Academic Year Abroad, spanish scholarship committee, P.O. box 99, New Palmer, NY 12561.
 Tradition scuttled as Waves board ships for duty

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Mary Pat Carroll walked up the gangplank, satribed and added: "I think to come aboard, sir?" Permission was granted at 9:32 a.m. yesterday when the nine women reported for duty aboard Navy ships. They were the first to take assignments on Navy vessels other than hospital ships or transports, and are the first of some 50 enlisted women who will help operate 21 non-combat ships in the Pacific and Atlantic fleets over the next few months.

By 1984, the Navy hopes to have 5,130 female officers and enlisted women on ocean-going ships-about 9 percent of the Navy women then, or more traditional for women. Spence said the women will work with their husbands and eventually become eligible for command. "The women will work harder than they should when we work with them on shore," said Ensign Crockett.

Although some Navy wives have expressed fears about closeness on the ships, the women aboard ship said they would work together to integrate women into the seagoing Navy. "My men will work with their women," said Ensign Carroll. The various difficulties of record~-ing various animal behavior. Broad- way show music, and popular songs. Tickets are on sale at Center City. Call 234-5161 for information.

Earth'a Kitt to open at Century Center

Earth'a Kitt, star of the current Broadway hit, Thunbuktu, will open the Pops Concert Series at the Midwest Chamber Orchestra Mon-day, Nov. 6 at 8:30 p.m. at Center City. The series features music and entertainment for the entire family-classic favorites, Broadway show music, and popular songs. Tickets are on sale at Center City. Call 234-5161 for information.

Carter Outlines monetary proposals (continued from p. 6)

Increasing the sale of U.S. gold to at least 1.5 million ounces monthly, beginning at December's auction, up from 300,000 ounces a month currently.

Traditionally, the House committee reports, the Navy will increase their current reserve by an amount equal to 2 percent of their cash deposits in denominations of $50 and $100 bills. An action designed to encourage U.S. banks to borrow surplus dollars from overseas as well as to discourage lending activity in this country.

The actions of raising interest rates and increasing bank reserve requirements will put additional brakes on U.S. economic growth by making both consumer and business borrowing more expensive.

Increasing the sale of U.S. gold to at least 1.5 million ounces monthly, beginning at December's auction, up from 300,000 ounces a month currently.

...and I'M...
Full and part time WAITRESSES needed after noon. Call 3116.

International Job Center, Box 4490-14,
3309 AU.

Need ride to Cleveland Friday, Nov. 3. Navy game. Leaving Sunday early. Call Tom at 3283.

Need 5 Tennessee GA's. Call Jerry 8446. Student or GA. Good Money. Call 1776.

Wanted: Many Tennessee Tix. Call 4-1-4487. Season basketball tix. Call 4-1-4487.

Wanted: 'Em now: Tennessee GA tix! Call Desperately need 2 GA tickets to Tenn.

Mom and Dad desperately need Tenn. can help. Please call Mary 6724.

Thanksgiving Break. Can leave Tuesday 4-1-4412.

Need ride to Philadelphia area for Halloween night. Contains Janet Dillon.

FOUND: Man's WATCH, silver band, all 800. Call 3783.

The ND-SMC Council For the Retarded is 9:00-11:30 a.m. At Logan Center there will be a super rec with a special good time for all. So come, bring a hat, the Logan cafeteria. Good Music, tested students! Logan Center's First Saturday at 4394.

Bob - We drink you've been thinking George is a sloppy kisser. $5 prize for the 6 most creative hockey T-shirts.

For Sale: 4 Steve Martin tickets at cost. For Sale - every Friday 3-6. Behind NO 683-2888.


Grand Prix in excellent cond. 1974. call me mechanically, reliable. In winter. $900. 51,000 miles; Uncle Sam needs money; $5.98 to Little Shop on the Prairie, P. O. Box 230-344.

October 31-November 2, 1978.

The West Coast party club scheduled for tonight has been canceled.

To: Mr. George
Meet us on Rope Road - some prepared bottoms.

To the way R.A.
We love your nail!

To all R.A.
Are your lips still abused? Love - how about 2 front ruad?

To Bob
You next for section treats - rest of house.

Jim - You have good bahonkas!

Thank you for all the things with women's jewelry. Jam to a rest.

To the "wild and crazy guy":
Jim - You have good bahonkas!

To 153 Rod - You're next for section treats - rest of house. Please!! call 4-1-4808.

To Mikey - are your lips still abused?

To Grand Hotel's "magnificently talented" pianist, we are giving you some gift certificates. You're always welcome. (esp. my lady in Lewis)

Ox
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REMEMBER: MINERGYS CLUB MEETING FROM 4-8:30 P.M. All PHYSIOL. MAJOR WOLVES, BEER. AND SNACKS WILL BE SERVED.
Ferguson adds extra dimension to ND offense

Ray O'Brien

Sports Editor

At times Vagnes Ferguson must wonder what Pete Bahan, Curtly Lam诸多有可能是多音或有误的单词，无法准确判断。若能提供更多的上下文帮助理解，可能更为准确。